I look now these world have come to be!
I see our generation, people killing one another, out on the streets.
I saw gangster killing innocent people in EL SALVADOR.
Segregation, disjunction, manipulation and more devastation!
That's why some of my friends are losing motivation.
What's is this world coming too?
When is violence going to stop to end?
STOP THE VIOLENCE
Because at the end people leave out the same way they come in.
There's a lot of people dying every day!
Kids like me turning into gangsters.
Males putting their hands on females and treating them as toys.
No wonder why girls try to be boys.

Mother and fathers fighting in front of their kids.

Killers who are you to take someone else life.
your going to be paying price is not cool!!!! -___-

Do you even think about the life you took?

Do you think hanging in gangs is cool?

People do it to make them feel cool and thought.

Like no be out thats just sad.